Top-tier coaches will be on hand to evaluate the state’s top Native American football players. This intense combine is an exciting time for athletes and a key step in achieving their dreams of playing at the next level, while improving their football skills.

**SATURDAY MARCH 3, 2018**

**10:00AM - 5:30PM**

**ONLY NATIVE AMERICAN GRADUATING SENIORS**

PRE-REG BY FEBRUARY 28, $100 NONREFUNDABLE

CHECKS ONLY, PAYABLE TO DAY OF CHAMPIONS

**LOCATION:**

Let’s Play Soccer
100 N. McCormick | OKC, OKLAHOMA

---

**1:25PM**

**COMPETITION SESSIONS**

ONE-ON-ONE COMPETITION

OFFENSIVE LINE VS. DEFENSIVE LINE

RECEIVERS VS. DEFENSIVE BACKS

RUNNING BACKS VS. LINEBACKERS

FILM ANALYSIS

ONE-ON-ONE ANALYSIS OF GAME & PRACTICE FILM

---

**2:05PM**

**GROUP INTERVIEWS**

**4:00PM**

**INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS**

INTERVIEW ATHLETES ON:

PERSONAL, EDUCATION & FOOTBALL

DAY OF RECRUITING SERVICES

COACHES COME TO WATCH DAY OF CHAMPIONS

---

**5:30PM**

**COMBINE FINISHES**

PREP FOR FUTURE RECRUITING SERVICES

CHECKS ONLY, PAYABLE TO DAY OF CHAMPIONS

DAY OF RECRUITING SERVICES

CONTACT LISTS, NEWS WITHIN 60 DAYS OF COMBINE TO RECEIVE ASSISTANCE WITH RECRUITING

CALL OR TEXT: (928) 919-1908 OR JAMESDPRYOR@YAHOO.COM